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DAF SYSTEM Structure  

 - Compact Package Type 
           
 - Fully Automatic Operation 
 
 - High & Reliable Efficiency  
       
 - Small Dimension 
 
 - Easy and Simple Maintenance 



Algae processing for river and  

lake. construction, stone  

crushing plant, fish farm and  

Etc. 

Food, chemical, paper & pulp, metals, oil, 

automotive, tire, refining, slaughtering, 

animal 

husbandry, leather, car wash, laundry, mining,  

dyeing, paint and etc. 

Fat purification, agricultural, fishery & livestock  

process, paper & pulp production and etc. 

Water treatment wastewater treatment, 

drinking water treatment and etc. 

Sewage treatment,  

sewage sludge, wastewater  

from agricultural & cattle  

Industries and etc. 

Service Water  
treatment facility Production  

Process 

  
Sewage treatment  

facility 
Closed water  

treatment 

Industrial wastewater  
treatment process 



DAF system is one of the process to float 

separate polluted solids. It is suitable to treat the 

waste water containing organic substance which 

is the light gravity from paper mill, car washing 

center, normal factories and etc (please refer to 

the DAF-Application page). 

Flotation means that MBG-DAF system produce 

and attach micro-bubble to suspended phase 

containing in dispersion medium and float the 

suspended phase upto the surface of water and 

induce to separate the solid–liquid at the water 

surface limited level. The right figure is the 

related concept. 



Method Principle Pro (Advantage) Con (weakness) 

DAF 

-pollutant coagulation → micro-

bubbles remove floating algae 

and pollutant 

- Improve water self-cleaning ability 

- Turbidity, odor, organic matter 

removal 

- excellent T-P removal by coagulation  

Fixed equipment, not portable 

Coagulator, 

precipitator 

-coagulate pollutant,  

Gravity sedimentation 
- Cheaper costs 

The residual toxicity of the drug used can 

harm and cause death of pelagic 

organisms. 

 

Brass material 

-copper → attacks bacteria, algae 

cell membrane control 

photosynthesis 

- Eliminates bacteria and algae 

The residual toxicity of drug used can 

harm and cause death of pelagic 

organisms. 

Ultrasonic waves 

-Destroys algae cell membrane 

with transonic (28~44kHz) 

-Unable to float –unable to 

photosynthesis-eliminates algae 

Bacteria, algae removal 
 Removing the algae itself, but the source 

is not fundamentally eliminated. 

Ozone oxidation 

process 

-Using strong sterilizing power of 

ozone, oxidize and sterilize algae, 

bacteria and other organic 

matters. 

Eliminates bacteria and algae, oxidize 

organic matters  

Maintenance cost is high compare to its 

efficiency. 

Influence on the organism is worrisome. 

Micro-organism 

material 

effect of water treatment is very uncertain 

and unstable to apply uniformly 

Foggy 

underwater 

-Forced injection of outside air, 

increase circulation and dissolved 

oxygen 

Rise of DO, activate aerobic microbial 

and resolve pollutant 
Not suitable for large scale facility 



         MANIFOLD(PFR type) 
             (Flocculant + Ozone  
            Injection synchronously) 

Our MBG-DAF system composition 

               MBG  
    (Functional micro-bubble       
             generator) 

PFR (PLUG FLOW REACTOR) as flocculation and  

oxidation of organic matter as quickly coincidence  

excellent turbidity removal, in particular, the low molecular   

biodegradable polymer degradation by microbes is promoted. 

 

   DAF 

As the SAT Current Cutter type functional bubble generator, 

Simple structure, safety high and manufacturing & operating  

costs are lower. 



MANIFOLD SYSTEM as a condensation reactor in the series of 

PFR (PLUG FLOW REACTOR) make up for the weak points in  

the existing rectangular tank reactor type aggregation (CSTR), 

chemical BACK MIXING generates and long staying time, and 

improve the efficiency of removal of phosphorus scattering 

flocculant strongly and uniformly within a short time, especially 

specific T-P removal system. 

in addition, this is of the unique system that use Flocculant and 

ozone at the same time and is of   the combination to 

condensate with the oxidation reaction of organics 

simultaneously. 

 

          

  

MANIFOLD SYSTEM 

Ozone bubble reacting with polluted water in the system 

   MANIFOLD SYSTEM(Patent 10-09381645)  



MANIFOLD SYSTEM as a condensation reactor in the series of 

PFR (PLUG FLOW REACTOR) make up for the weak points in  

the existing rectangular tank reactor type aggregation (CSTR), 

chemical BACK MIXING generates and long staying time, and 

improve the efficiency of removal of phosphorus scattering 

flocculant strongly and uniformly within a short time, especially 

specific T-P removal system. 

in addition, this is of the unique system that use Flocculant and 

ozone at the same time and is of   the combination to 

condensate with the oxidation reaction of organics 

simultaneously. 

 

          

  

MANIFOLD SYSTEM 

Ozone bubble reacting with polluted water in the system 

   MANIFOLD SYSTEM(Patent 10-09381645)  



 

<Micro-Bubble Generator System Drawing>  

1. Inflow of air and circulating water through pressure pump 

2. While passing through the vain water flow changes from straight 

motion to rotary motion. 

3. Increase the flow while passing through the narrow tube. 

4. Hitting the current cutters that are installed on the wall of the tube, 

forms a strong turbulence. 

5. And generate the micro-bubble (5-15㎛) 

MBG(Micro - Bubble Generator-Patented Product 



CONTROL PANEL 

Pressure Tank 

Comparison of previous bubble generator and our MBG  

    Our MBG 

Previous Bubble Generating system  



Photos of micro-bubble generating 

 Micro-bubble generating in actual work site 

MBG 

Functional micro-
bubble expanding 
underwater. 

  Functional micro-bubble generating at a lab. Scale MBG 














